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$250,000

Welcome to your slice of paradise nestled in one of the most lovely areas along the coast! Presenting a rare opportunity to

own a 600m2 allotment in a popular locale boasting breathtaking views of the ocean and 9 of the iconic Keppel Bay

Islands. What sets this property apart? The views you'll relish every day are protected, ensuring your investment retains

its value and charm.Located just a mere 170 meters away from not one, but two stunning beaches, convenience meets

luxury as you won't even need to hop in the car to enjoy a walk on the beach. Picture yourself strolling along the golden

sands, basking in the warmth of the sun, or taking a refreshing dip in the crystal-clear waters – all just steps from your

future doorstep.But it's not just the natural beauty that makes this location exceptional. With all underground services

including NBN, electricity, sewage, and water readily available, laying the foundation for your dream home couldn't be

easier. Whether you're envisioning a tranquil seaside escape or a lucrative investment opportunity, this allotment offers

endless possibilities.Imagine waking up each morning to the gentle melody of the waves and stepping out onto your

balcony to soak in the awe-inspiring ocean vistas stretching before you. And when it's time to tend to everyday

conveniences, Emu Park CBD is a mere 2km away, offering a plethora of amenities including Drakes Supermarket, cafes,

doctors, chemists, and much more.Whether you're ready to build your forever home or seeking a savvy investment

opportunity, now is the time to act. Reach out to Damien today for site plans, expert guidance, and all the information you

need to turn your coastal dreams into reality. Don't let this opportunity slip away – seize your chance to own a piece of

paradise today!


